The Party System
not lead to its infraction. There is drama and incident
as one party gives place to the other as the Government
of the day; but no Government, on defeat, has, so far,
attempted to govern in defiance of electoral opinion. This
is the more1 noteworthy because, with growing intensity
since the foundation of the National Liberal Federation
in 1877, mainly inspired by Chamberlain, and directed
with genius by Schnadhorst, party organization has grown
ever more rigid in character. It may be doubted whether,
normally,  there are a score of constituencies  in this
country in which a man would be elected to Parliament
independently of acceptance of the party label. Roughly,
that means that when he gets to the House of Commons
he will be expected, on all major matters, to support the
party he represents; if he fails to do so, it is pretty certain
that he will not be adopted as its candidate at the next
election. The cost of elections, moreover, has tended to
make local party organizations increasingly dependent
on central control; in the Labour Party, it is impossible
for a candidate to be adopted without the official endorse-
ment of the National Executive. Roughly speaking, it
is accurate to say that every party has now a pretty
definite programme, and no person can hope to be one
of its candidates who rejects any of its major principles.
This rigidity is, of course, reflected in the House of
Commons itself. It has meant that debates and divisions
are in all normal cases stereotyped; we do not expect
any wide liberty of speech or vote from the private mem-
ber. Such elaborate cross-currents of opinion as were
displayed, for example, on Lord Shaftesbury's Factory
Bill of 1844, or in the Don Pacifico debate of 1850, on
Palmerston's foreign policy, have now become impossible;
they occur only on- those rare, and usually minor, occa-
sions when the Government permits a free vote in the
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